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OFFICIAL TALKS: FIRST SESSION PD-M
(bilateral and EC matters)

BILATERAL: L t 1S

Excellent: hope Dr. Soares will pay
return visit - autumn?

But need progress on 3 remaining
expropriated  farms . Inter-ministerial
arbitration committee?

Trade: -want expansion. EC accession
and dismantling of tariff barriers will
help.
A British Trade Minister to visit later

in year?

Projects: System X - glad Dr. Junqueiro
is to visit us. HMG fully support
Plessey.

Lisbon Sewerage - UK consortium has
great expertise and experience.

VAT contract - HMG support ICL's bid.
ICL have done well on our own contracts.

Textiles: Since 1979 in UK 1 job in 3
lost, over 700 firms closed, production
down 25`r. VRA levels agreed for 1984 and
1985 are maximum we can give (and are
criticised by industry).

Nuclear: Giles Shaw visited in March.
UK firms anxious to co-operate in
nuclear power prograr:,me. Please consider

any proposals they put forward, including
Anglo/Canadian proposals.

Frigates: Offer of £5 m. still stands.
If Lynx purchased can offer credit
facilities and training assistance.



EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

Describe British position on Stuttgart
negotiations. Cannot yet assess how
outcome will affect Portugal.
Unthinkable Portugal should be net
contributor.

Future of EC once settled(see speeches).

Portuguese accession

Will do utmost to end negotiations
by September 1984.
EC preparing position on fisheries.
Likely to be tough because of Spain.
But support "biologically sensitive
zone" concept.

Glad industrial matters nearly solved:
but concerned you have raised 2 problems:-

(a) Textiles: would be very difficult
to re-open settlement now - already
unpopular with industry.

(b) Cars: extension of quotas on imports
would benefit Renault. We can't
accept.
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